Effect of x-ray filtration on dose and image performance of CT scanners.
X-ray source filtration as a means to reduce patient dose while maintaining image quality was investigated for CT scanners. The CT values, their variances for various materials, and the surface dose to a cylindrical phantom were calculated for different filter thicknesses and composition as well as for different tube potentials. Thermoluminescent dosimetry indicated that the maximum dose could be predicted by calculation with an accuracy of 10% (+/- 2 s.d.). The product of the variance of the CT values times surface dose was used to establish the appropriate thickness and composition of the filter, a figure of merit that was independent of dose and noise when the sole source of noise was Poisson statistics. This analysis indicated that source filter materials with an atomic number from 29 to 40 are optimum, and if aluminum is used, the minimum thickness, at 120 kVp, should be 4 mm.